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Introduction  

The use of impact monitoring reports  

The new impact monitoring report serves a number of purposes. The new format gives our reports a        

recognisable image in an easy to read format. It helps us focus on the most important aspects of our im-

pact when we report – indicators! 

You use it every time you send an impact monitoring report to DDG HQ.  

You use it every time you have to send an impact monitoring report to your donor, if the donor does not 

provide you with their own format.  

The format is designed for impact assessment reporting, but it may be used for baseline reporting as well.  

 

When you use the report format for impact assessment reporting, and you have already produced a base-

line report, then you should not rewrite the methodology used for the baseline data collection unless it 

differs from the impact assessment data collection. However, you do need to give detailed information on 

who and how many were interviewed at baseline, and when the baseline was conducted.   

Whenever you write an impact monitoring report make sure you send it to the impact monitoring advisor in 

HQ or NBO for comments before you send it to the donor or other external stakeholders.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copenhagen, December 2011  
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Tips and tricks for report writing   

Writing effectively  

• Keep in mind the purpose of the report: our intention is to report on the impact of our interven-

tions.  

• Keep the receiver in mind when writing – think of what the reader knows and does not know. 

What does the reader need to know in order to understand our findings?   

• Be concise and focused. Keep it simple at all times. Clear and precise language.  

• Use formal language. Avoid personal comments and opinions. Always write from the view point of 

the organisation you represent, DDG.    

• Avoid long and complicated sentences. As a rule of thumb: one point per sentence and an aver-

age of 15 words per sentence. 

• Avoid superfluous phrases. 

• Avoid self-made expressions. Standard ‘donor terms’ should be used. 

• Be careful when using abbreviations – don’t take for granted that your reader knows them. 

• To increase reader accessibility, open chapters and sections with topic sentences and end them 

with a sum-up and/or conclusion. Use the introduction and sum-up/conclusion to ensure coher-

ence. 

• Avoid excessive use of effects (bold, italics, underline etc.). In the new report format avoid bold 

altogether.   

• Remember that the purpose of using tables and figures is to give your reader a better overview 

(tables and figures do not speak for themselves – always deal with tables and figures in the main 

text). 

• To avoid misinterpretation and to improve transparency it is recommended when we have smaller 

samples (e.g. below 50 households or individuals) not to use percentages to describe results, but 

instead to use numbers (e.g. 12 out of 23 report not having access to … )  

• Be objective and transparent – always reflect both the positive and the negative. If different views 

are present, make sure to state them. 

• Base findings on data and be clear about which – avoid guesstimations. 

• Reporting is not just about presenting facts and figures – it is also about analysing, describing, 

explaining, drawing conclusions, recommending and, importantly, helping your reader decide on 

action. See table number one below for terms that are useful when writing an impact assessment 

report.  

• Finally, it is important to get a colleague to review and comment on the report to ensure valid ar-

gumentation and readability.  
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1  USEFUL TERMS FOR IMPACT MONITORING REPORT WRITING  

It is likely… 

… indicates that … 

… suggests that … 

… is consistent with… 

… were surprised to find… 

It appears that …  

What we observed is consistent with …  

 

Text 

When writing your report you should insert your text directly into the impact monitoring report format. Try to 

use the format and standards presented in the document.  

The report format uses Arial as standard font and a fixed set of sizes and colors for headings as shown 

below.  

Chapter headings are in Arial 16 bold and orange color  
Sections headings are Arial 12 bold and orange color  

Paragraphs headings are Arial 9 Bold  

Body text is Arial 9 

Footnotes are placed at the bottom of the page in Arial 7 

 

If you want to highlight a part of your text we use underline and not bold.  

 

• We use bullets instead of numbers 

• If you want to list certain key findings or  

• recommendations  

 

See the standard page layout at the end of this guide, page 19.  
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Pictures  

In the new report format you can insert pictures on the front page and in an annex as part of a case story.  

DG has a large photo database covering all our country programs. To access it contact your program 

manager or the impact monitoring advisor in Copenhagen.  

 

On www.flickr.com you can find the Danish refugee council's photo stream which has a number of quality 

photos from our programs. The Login is: drc.international@yahoo.com and the password you should use 

is borgergade10.  

When you use pictures make sure the image is linked to the impact of our intervention. Avoid using pic-

tures showing DDG staff doing impact monitoring and instead focus on the beneficiaries and the changes 

that have happened in their lives.  

At the end of the guide in the section ‘standard image placement’ it is shown how to best insert a picture 

into the text.  

Tables    

As a rule of thumb only use tables if they help the reader understanding an important finding. Do not use 

tables to show the gender balance of the beneficiaries. If you are in doubt whether a table is relevant it is 

very likely the reader will not find it relevant either.  

 

See the standard table layout at the end of the impact monitoring report writing guide. 

 

And remember to always comment on the table in text.    

Case stories     

Case stories are placed in the annex to the report.  

If you do include a case story remember to reference it in the text of the main report.  

 

For tips and tricks on how to develop a good case story see the ‘DDG case story writing guide’ in annex a 

to this guide.  
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The new report format   

What to write where   

In the following sections we will go through what to write in the different sections of the report. All direc-

tional comments will be written in light blue.  
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Concerning the table of contents you should follow the general outline given above. The number of indica-

tors and objectives may change as well as the number of annexes (in the above example a map of the 

target area, a case story and a list of secondary data are included in the annex).  

 

The best way to make changes to the table of contents is to copy and paste. Copy part of the prewritten 

text and paste it at the end of the section to make a new line. After that you can rewrite the text if needed.    
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Executive summary  

Keep it short and simple. Focus on the progress towards the project objectives and changes in relation to 

the key indicators. If major challenges were faced that an effect on the outcome and impact of the project 

you should mention it here.  

 

The executive summary is optional. If your report is sufficiently short and to the point you might not need 

an executive summary. If you don’t include an executive summary remember to change the table of con-

tents.   
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Introduction (This chapter should not exceed two pages).   

DDG programme in the country   

Nature of DDG’s work in country  

Give a brief introduction to DDG’s work in the country: how long have we worked in country, what sectors 

are we active in?  

 

Description of the project referred to in the report  

 

Give a brief introduction to the specific project which is related to this report.  

 

Our projects can be defined by a target group we want to assist with clearance, mine risk education or 

armed violence reduction, and sometimes also by a specific target area. When we carry out impact moni-

toring, we want to find out if whether or not the target group is benefiting from our project. In other words 

we want to find out which positive and/or negative impacts our project is having.  

 

In order for the reader to assess the validity of our claims about impact, the reader needs to be informed of 

what the project set out to achieve. What we planned to achieve is written into the project’s logical frame-

work as overall and immediate objectives. This section should give an overview of the project logic and 

goals. Go through the sections below and fill in the information.  

Overall and immediate objectives  

List the main objectives of the project. The objectives we state come from donor contracts, written into the 

logical framework (e.g. LFA), and can have different labels. Some donors may use ‘goal or development 

objective’ instead of ‘overall objective’. For ‘immediate objective’ donors sometimes use ‘specific objective’ 

or ‘purpose’. If you have difficulties in locating a relevant logical framework you may use the objectives set 

out in your program’s strategic planning document (e.g. SPD). For the difference between overall and 

immediate objectives, see the impact monitoring manual.   

Main activities and outputs  

List the most important activities and outputs. Activities are the things we do e.g. trainings and clearance. 

Outputs are specific products created by the project’s activities e.g. trainings, workshops and items re-

moved, land released etc. We can budget for outputs. It is the number of people trained, the square me-

ters of land cleared, the number of items removed etc. Some of this data might also be relevant when 

reporting on indicators in the ‘findings’ section.  

Implementation period  

Project implementation period. Year and month e.g. from January 2010 to December 2011.  

Donor(s)   

Mention the donor(s) supporting the project. Use the official name for the donor e.g. SIDA, AusAID, Danida 

etc.  
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Brief description of working context   

This section gives a brief introduction to the working context following the topics listed below.  

Targeted areas, districts and communities  

Where are we working? Write the names of the region, district and communities, if relevant. You can link to 

a Google map or place a map of the area in an annex and refer to it in the text.  

Socio-economic characteristics of the area  

What characterises the area we are working in? Try to give the reading an understanding of why we are 

working in this area. Compared to the rest of the country is it a poor or an affluent region? You can use 

official data on income if it is accessible. How is the safety and security situation in the area? Is it a stable 

area or a conflict prone area? Is the population mixed or homogenous e.g. numerous ethnicities and/or 

tribes?    

Number and characteristics of beneficiaries  

In relation to the above characteristics of the area, provide a description of beneficiaries. Are they pre-

dominantly women, men and/or children; what are the main age groups; what is their ethnicity(ies); What 

makes up most people’s livelihoods in the area e.g. are they predominately farmers, manual labourers? 

How many are we targeting?  

Changes to the working context since start of operation   

If there have been any major changes in the country, region or area that we work in since baseline data 

was collected, which have an effect on the project’s overall and immediate objectives then you should 

briefly describe them here. It might be draughts or new conflicts that made it impossible to implement core 

activities or access target areas. Use the chapter on ‘findings’ in the report to give more detailed explana-

tions of the consequences for the intervention.       
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Methodology (This chapter should not exceed two pages).   

Data collection methods  

Give a brief description of which methods were used where and when e.g. questionnaires were used with 

local farmers of Maymana area; key informant interviews were conducted with Mr. Agricultural Specialist, 

Mrs. Water Specialist and Mr. Safety Specialist on the 31, 30 and 29 of November 2010; focus group dis-

cussions were held with women of each of the target areas using open interview guides; secondary data 

on average land holdings and average farm sizes was collected from the Ministry of Agriculture prior to the 

conduction of interviews (see the list of secondary data used in annex c); the safety behavior of respon-

dents was observed and recorded during visits to the target areas.   

If you are writing an impact assessment report and have already produced a baseline report, you should 

refer to the baseline report e.g. by writing baseline data was collected 5 to 8.11.2011, see the baseline 

report for Iraq project dated 11.11.2011. If there are larger differences in the methods used or number of 

beneficiaries interviewed from the baseline data collection to the impact data collection, briefly describe 

them here and why they may have occurred.  

Sampling and characteristics of respondents  

Give a description of how respondents for interviews, questionnaire surveys and focus groups were cho-

sen. Reflect on the sampling method chosen. Is it random sampling or is it non-random/purposive sam-

pling? Please refer to the impact monitoring manual if you are in doubt.  

 

Write how many, of which sex, age and occupation that were chosen for each of the data collection meth-

ods used. Comment on why they were chosen e.g. to get the view point of women on safety concerns, to 

get a general picture of land-use changes in the community.  

Data handling and analysis  

State how you have handled the data since its collection. Were the interviews transcribed? How were the 

questionnaires stored? Were they analysed using SPSS or written into an Excel spreadsheet?  

 

How did you handle the qualitative data? Did you code it or fill it in to data sheets?  

 

How did you triangulate the data? We normally do this by looking at the evidence of each of the types of 

data we collected in relation to each of the indicators e.g. what do our focus group discussions tell us 

about the impact of land clearance? And what about the questionnaires? Does this correspond with our 

own observations from field visits, and maybe the observations from others, as reported in the secondary 

data we have used?  Refer to the impact monitoring manual if you are in doubt as to which data handling 

methods we recommend in DDG.  
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Challenges with data collection  

If you faced any challenges during data collection, this is the place to voice your concerns. Only mention 

issues that are crucial to the interpretation of findings e.g. we were not able to interview the women of a 

certain community  therefore our findings are gender biased, or, our data collection took place before the 

harvest season and therefore we were not able to directly assess the impact of land-use on consumption 

and income of the beneficiaries. If you have the felling that the opinions your are getting from interview 

respondents are biased or maybe contradicting other information you have then you should consider the 

motives the respondents might have for not telling what other might perceive to be ‘the truth’. Rather than 

mentioning it as a problem with data collection you should describe it under the findings chapter and try to 

discuss why the differences in opinions occur. 
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Findings (Short is good. When writing up your findings try to limit it to four pages).   

This is the most important chapter of the report. In this chapter you review the situation of the target popu-

lation in relation to the indicators chosen.  

 

At impact assessment you compare the baseline data (e.g. the situation before the project started) to the 

impact assessment data (e.g. the situation after implementation of the project) to see if any changes have 

occurred in relation to the indicators set.  

 

We may report on impact indicators (e.g. overall objective level indicators) and / or outcome indicators 

(immediate objective level indicators) and sometimes output indicators (output level indicators). For the 

definitions of the different types of indicators see the impact monitoring manual.  

 

The indicators should always refer to an objective which is stated in either the logical framework of the 

project or in the program strategic planning document (SPD).  

 

Sometimes the logical framework only has one or two indicators listed at the immediate objective level. In 

that case, try to develop some more indicators when you do your baseline data collection. As a rule of 

thumb we should have three to five indicators per objective. Only use more if relevant.  

 

Either prior to project start, or when planning your baseline data collection, and together with your program 

manager and the impact monitoring advisor at HQ, you should decide on which indicators are the most 

relevant to report on.  

 

Avoid excessive use of tables. Use only tables to highlight data on key findings.   
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Overall / immediate objective 1 

In this paragraph you write the overall objective of the project or the first immediate objective of the project. 

You only write the overall objective if you have set indicators referring to this objective. If you don’t have 

indicators at overall objective level (which most projects do not have), use the first immediate objective. 

You can get ideas for indicators in the DDG indicators reference list which you can find on our website.  

 

Example: To improve safety in targeted communities through enhanced information sharing and immedi-

ate reduction of the threat posed by explosive remnants of war (ERW).  

Indicator I 

Describe the indicator  

Here you describe the indicator.  

 

Example: Changes in the behavior of children and adults towards ERW. 

Describe the situation at baseline  

In this paragraph you describe how the situation is at baseline.  

 

Example: In the project area there are multiple indications of unsafe behavior with regards to ERW from 

both children and adults. Observations from the project area show that the population is using areas 

known to be contaminated. Within the last two years there have been one fatal and two near fatal acci-

dents with ERW, all of them involving children. 65% of respondents in a questionnaire survey explained 

that they would handle the removal of ERW from their land themselves (55 out of 85 respondents), and 

only 22% would go to an authority (e.g. national mine action authority or the police) to get the item re-

moved (19 out of 85 respondents).  

Describe the changes in the situation (impact assessment) 

Example: Our findings suggest that the targeted population is adopting safe behavior with regards to ERW. 

The change seems to be most predominant amongst children while some adults are still found to take 

risks in using land known to be contaminated.  

Describe the evidence  

In this paragraph you describe how and why you, based on your data, have reached the conclusions 

above. Use as many data sources as possible.    

 

Example: According to key informants and participants in community meetings there have been no ERW 

related accidents within the last year. Furthermore, the level of knowledge of how to safely address new-

found ERW seems to have improved. 16% of questionnaire survey respondents explained that they would 

handle the removal of ERW themselves (18 out of 112 respondents) while 44% would go to an authority to 

get support for the removal of the item (49 out of 112 respondents). Observations from field visits, how-

ever, show that areas suspected to be contaminated (to be cleared next year) are still being used by the 

adult population for grazing goats. This was confirmed in focus group interviews with men. Focus group 

interviews with children show a higher degree of awareness of the danger of tampering with ERW, though 

it is unclear whether this is also reflected in safer behavior, even though the number of accidents seems to 

suggest it. 
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Indicator II 

Describe the indicator  

Here you describe the next indicator still related to the overall or immediate objective 1.  

 

Example: Changes in knowledge regarding ERW affected sites among target communities. 

Describe the situation at baseline (if baseline)  

Continue as above.  

Describe the changes in the situation (impact assessment) 

Continue as above.  

Describe the evidence 

Continue as above.  

Immediate objective 2 

If the project has more than one immediate objective you describe it in this section.  

Indicator I 

Describe the indicator  

This indicator relates to the immediate objective 2. 

 

The section then continues as above.  
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Conclusions (Short is still good. No more than one page).    

Progress towards objectives    

In this section try to:  

 

Give a brief overview of the situation in the target group in relation to the indicators you have chosen. Do 

not introduce new analyses or findings, simply sum up the main conclusions from the findings chapter.  

When doing an impact assessment report try to answer the question: are we reaching our objectives? 

Review the changes in relation to the indicators that you have documented. Do they indicate that we are 

reaching our immediate objective(s)?  

 

If the impact assessment has highlighted negative impact of our intervention (e.g. land conflicts that have 

occurred as a result of released land) you should mention it here. Again, remember that what you write in 

this section has to be mentioned and described in more detail in the findings chapter.  

Recommendations and lessons learned  

In this section try answer the following questions:  

 

What can we learn about the socio-economic impact of our interventions from this project? Sum up the 

findings from your data collection that you think give DDG (and maybe also other organisations) the oppor-

tunity to learn what works and what does not work well in our interventions.  

 

Are there ways we can improve our socio-economic impact? If there are feasible ways to support the 

communities in improving their livelihoods and safety after our project has ended try to write it here. It 

might be that farmers need someone to support them with input to re-cultivate land that has lain barren for 

many years due to contamination and conflict. Or it might be that local communities need support to man-

age conflicts over resettlement and land.    
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Ex. List of data and literature  

Only list data sources or reports and articles that you have referred to in the text. Always use the standard 

table formats when inserting tables into the text. And remember to comment on the table in the main text.  

 

2 ARTICLES AND REPORTS  

• Beck, T (2006) Evaluating Humanitarian Action Using the OECD-DAC Criteria: An ALNAP guide for Hu-

manitarian Agencies. London: ODI. Available at: http:// www.alnap.org/publications/eha_dac/ index.htm 

(accessed 26 May 2009). 

• Survey Action Center (2009) Landmine Impact Survey Sudan  

 

 

3 KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS  

• Mrs. Land-use specialist. Interview 12.12.2011 in SAC office, Basra. 

• Mr. District development officer. Interview 13.12.2011 in target community Maymana 

• Mrs. Head of local women council. Interview 14.12.2011 in target community Maymana  
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Ex. Standard page layout (01 Heading - section only) 

02 Heading 

03 Heading 

04 Body text – volor sam volorum quas maximinias aute dolorro omnistia ea quas expercius, aspiene 

voluptaque minihit et explias dem acil inistecum dem quatem delesti aeriatur sae venda preriatur, conet vel 

ium aute officiis con por reres ent ut elia vel molorrum doluptiusdam ipienis suntota tistior mo et accae 

dolorrum hillabo. Me exces Que venim accus acessed quatur re, occus, tet ipid everovidus, con pliqui 

dolorest, doluptasse perias idus es ullis venihil ma nati blaccab ipicimp oriorum fugit, quatatem endae 

conest, nim qui cuptatis ea que reiur? Qui voluptatus, el int earum facit officie nihicae coremoluptam in pel 

ius. Aximust utatque periae qui des ius. 

03 Heading 

04 Body text – Nam vid quam ducipsaernam verrunt aceritas dolorescid ut officid et et recea simpediciur 

ati aut fuga. Accus rehenis int est excesendebis et esequae por rehentur? Perum rem facepernamus est, 

comniscius que volor aborpor eperit assitibus sundam ex ea aut aditatio bla solorecatio. Et esequi sunt 

modit lacim quas aut vitium ipitatendae mi, qui dolorum laciis ut asperaepedit aut quid qui sintia sum labo. 

Et peritis dus. Ebisquunt est esequas estint, consequam doluptatia quatem auda volorundis arcil il maior 

res delenih icitat odia volenis aut quat faccuptiur aliciis aut eum harciis di cones aut es modipsus iur re 

inverspe perum et intem. Inci bla porat. 

 

03 Heading 

 

• 04 Body text – Officaborem in et quos as el molles sitianis sinci
1

 optati quaspisim  

• lab is estrum harum etus modis ma ipsantisti repro ipicati atureptat que sam eum auda  

• que prepro voluptur maximus am Perum rem facepernamus est,  

• comniscius que volor aborpor eperit assitibus sundam ex ea aut aditatio bla  

• solorecatio. Et esequi sunt modit lacim quas aut vitium ipitatendae mi, qui  

• dolorum laciis ut asperaepedit aut quid qui sintia sum labo. Et peritis dus. 

                                                        
1

 Tem lit quiatur? Anisquam quo esto beaque erum enditae. Liciatet latiore lam, coreria spicit eossita temolor autestio deliqui cus aut 

aceaquam facerio  
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Ex. Standard image placement 

You can place a picture on the front of the report or as a part of a case story in an annex to the report. 

When you use pictures for your case story remember to add photo text using the standard shown below.  
 

 

20 Caption txt – Nam aut hilique quidi venem re, sa nonseque occusam hicidis quunt audamustrum am quoditatiam corentia 

conse nis quunt volutem. Musdaecea simaxim est re duntio. Nam repratu ribusdam nos aut denda sante dest qui illatem doles 

iumetus, con conempo reicien daestor emporem re vollenit, ut fugiatem fugita volorep tioriae. Namus, conseque ipis velitatin nat 

ut qui ant. 
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Ex. Standard table layout 

Always use the standard table formats when inserting tables into the text. And remember to comment on 

the table in the main text.  

 

11 TABLE HEADING NEG 

12 Table heading 2 

• 13 Table bodytxt 

  

12 Table heading 2 

• 13 Table bodytxt 

  

12 Table heading 2 

• 13 Table bodytxt 

  

 

 

10 TABLE HEADING  

12 Table heading 2 

• 13 Table bodytxt 

  

12 Table heading 2 

• 13 Table bodytxt 

  

12 Table heading 2 

• 13 Table bodytxt 
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Annex a: how to develop a case story 

 
Things to remember when developing your case story:  

 
•  Be clear on why you have chosen your specific case story. The way we normally go about select-

ing our case story is to select a story that we think is good: the person we are interviewing tells an 

interesting story that highlights the impact of project. However we can develop better case stories 

by being more precise on: what specific part of our project intervention impact does this case il-

lustrate? This is important because impact will be seen and felt differently amongst men, women 

and children, even within the same household.  

 

• How does the case story relate to our intervention and to the context? E.g. is your case story out 

of the ordinary or is it a common way to experience the impact of the project? 

 

• Can you identify typical social processes, coping strategies, behavioral changes etc. amongst the 

beneficiaries, and are these processes represented in the story?  

 

• Your baseline data is a good starting point when developing a case story. There you have a lot of 

information that can assist you in formulating a precise case and you can also use the baseline 

data to choose a person to interview. 

 

• Always use more than one data source. Use triangulation to test the interview data you have col-

lected. If you have the opportunity it is recommended to revisit the person or household and get 

them to confirm the story ones it is developed. 

 

• There is no right or wrong way to go about developing a case story. The important thing is that we 

make conscious, reflective decisions when deciding on how to develop our case study and what it 

should be about – this will help us explain to the donor, partner organization or media, why we 

have chosen this case story instead of the hundred others we could have developed to demon-

strate the positive or negative impact of the project. 
 
 
 


